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ABSTRACT
Recent integrative analyses using data from TCGA permit GWAS in-
vestigation of the genetic variants function, providing more insight
than single-platform approaches. Although there has been much
progress, the integration across data sets and data types remains
limited. In this work we illustrate a workflow, based on the use of
GMQL-Web, for combining private cancer datasets with datasets of
genomic features and biological/clinical metadata sourcing from
ENCODE, Roadmap Epigenomics, TCGA, as well as annotations
from GENCODE and RefSeq. GMQL-Web is a web-based interface
with the goal of providing a user-friendly intuitive environment
for bioinformaticians and biologists who need to query genomic
processed data (including public dataset not already available in the
GMQL Repository) and combine them with their private datasets.
Finally, we present a case study that illustrates the workflow steps to
find samples extracted from a pharmacogenomic drug metabolism
multi-gene platform, i.e. the Affymetrix DMET Plus platform that
contain single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that overlap with
exon regions. The DMET platform is able to identify the relation-
ship among the patients’ genomic variations and drug metabolism
by detecting SNPs on genes related to drug metabolism. From the
obtained result, we identify only the SNPs overlapping with genes
whose expression level is above a given threshold.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→Extraction, transformation and load-
ing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Pharmacogenomics (PGx) is the study of how genes affect a per-
son’s response to particular drugs in order to optimize tailored
health care for patients. Research in PGx has grown over the past
decade, evolving from a candidate-gene approach, looking for a sta-
tistical correlation between specific genetic variants and diseases,
to genome-wide association studies (GWAS) — a comprehensive
unbiased approach that employs markers encompassing the entire
genome. Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), constituting ap-
proximately the 1% of the human genome, represent one of the most
common genetic alterations studied in PGx. Large-scale resources
to annotate known SNPs, including dbSNP [15] and the Interna-
tional HapMap Project [3], help exploring the correlations between
SNPs and Adverse Drug Response (ADR), i.e. an unexpected and
undesired response to a drug.
The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA, [18]), currently available by
accessing the Genomic Data Commons portal (GDC) [7], generated
a large amount of omics data and it represents a comprehensive and
coordinated effort to accelerate the understanding of the molecular
basis of cancer. The heterogeneous nature of data required multiple
standardization efforts (see for example [4]) to allow researchers to
easily perform integrated genomic analyses.
In the literature, many studies have proposed combined analysis
of cancer genomic, metabolic, and clinical data to identify patient
clusters for personalized therapy. Integrative genomics studies in
their broadest interpretation are reviewed in [9]. In [17] the authors
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incorporate multiple layers of omic data to understand the inter-
active molecular system. The specific combined use of data from
TCGA and GWAS is attempted in [8].
On a more operational perspective, data analysis and processing are
usually performed with high level languages and pipelines that sup-
port data extraction and other common data-driven computations
typical of NGS tertiary data analysis. Among other options, in this
paper we selected the GenoMetric Query Language (GMQL, [13]),
a high-level domain-specific query language, which is executed in
an architecture for genomic data processing defined in [12].
The main contribution of this work is to provide the researchers
with a simple step-by-step workflow, based on the application of
the GMQL System, for combining public datasets provided by big
consortia (such as ENCODE, TCGA, GENCODE or RefSeq and in
addition public dataset not already available in the GMQL Reposi-
tory) with private cancer datasets (e.g. sourcing from Affymetrix
DMET Plus), in order to allow the researchers to gain a better un-
derstanding of the oncogenic profiles from their own experiments
and studies.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents
an overview of the integration of genomic data, GWAS and DMET
Platform. Section 3 presents the general outline of a data analysis
workflow that considers private datasets, uploads them in GMQL-
Web, combines them with other publicly available datasets, per-
forms queries and allows downloading the corresponding results.
Section 4 overviews a specific case study that applies the work-
flow previously described. Such example employs SNPs resulting
from Affymetrix DMET platform runs, GENCODE exon annota-
tions and TCGA gene expression data. Section 5 draws conclusions
and outlines future work.

2 BACKGROUND
There exists a large volume of literature in the area of integrative
genomics methodologies but significant contributions have been
provided by some works (e.g. [8, 9, 17]) to the integrative approach
of multi-omic data sourcing from public databases such as TCGA.
However, a methodology that allows the researchers to perform an
integrative genomic analysis combining these public datasets with
their own private datasets is still lacking.
In this background section we provide an overview on the efforts
that have been previously performed in this direction. The Inter-
national HapMap Project [3] is a genome-wide database of human
genetic variations for discovering the sequence variants that affect
common diseases. HapMap is frequently used as the reference SNP
set for GWAS. Integrative analyses using data from TCGA have
leveraged GWAS to investigate the functional characterization of
the genetic variants [8]. Although GWAS is a powerful tool for
identifying genetic variants related to complex diseases, it has im-
portant limitations such as it is discussed below.New technologies
were recently developed to capture genetic differences in drug me-
tabolism.

2.1 Genome-Wide Association Study (GWAS)
A genome-wide association study (GWAS) is an hypothesis free
method to identify associations between genetic regions (loci) and

traits (including diseases). GWAS have achieved great success in
identifying genetic variants related to human diseases, genetic risk
factors and genetic differences in drug response. Despite its several
merits, it is now recognized that GWAS under certain conditions
fails to identify new susceptibility loci (most SNPs discovered by
GWAS have small effects on disease susceptibility).
Moreover, the large sample size required by GWAS to achieve suffi-
cient statistical power and the large size of the produced datasets
represent a computational as well as statistical bottleneck [14]. The
majority of GWAS-identified variants lie in noncoding regions mak-
ing it difficult to identify the causal mechanisms between SNPs and
disease. GWAS analysis often discards SNPs with a low distribution
of MAFs (minor allele frequency), thus excluding rare variants that,
however, may have important effects on drug response. Because of
these and other limitations, most of the genetic risk variants remain
undetected. A successful strategy for overcoming these limitations
is based on the use of pre-defined SNPs list (e.g. list of genes in-
volved in ADME used by DMET) to interrogate variants in genes
selected on the basis of their known relevance in PGx.

2.2 The Drug Metabolism Enzymes and
Transporters (DMET) Platform

The DMET (Drug Metabolism Enzymes and Transporters) is a plat-
form developed by Affymetrix to capture in human samples the
allelic variants on 231 genes that are approved by the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA, USA) because of their involvement in
drug absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion (ADME)
[1] [10]. The DMET platform has been designed to capture sev-
eral types of markers, including copy-number variations and in-
sertions/deletions; there is evidence of its validity in identifying
additional haplotypes that were not explored previously by the
HapMap Project.Unlike GWAS, DMET is usually tailored to small
populations that have more variables and polygenetic traits and it
can detect rare variants that have a role in drug absorption, distri-
bution, metabolism and excretion (ADME) [2],[16].
Although DMET platform allowed to identify new polymorphisms
in various ADME genes demonstrating its effectiveness in the con-
text of drug, there is a lack of tools for the integration and analysis
of DMET data [1] [6]. Indeed, existing tools generally allow only to
preprocess the binary data sourcing fromDMET (e.g. the Affymetrix
DMET-Console) and to apply simple data analysis operations but
do not allow to explore the DMET data in order to discover the
relations between the SNPs and the drug response.

2.3 GenoMetric Query Language (GMQL)
In order to fill this gap, the GenoMetric Query Language (GMQL)
system [13], a novel high-throughput computational software for
processing big data of heterogeneous genomic features, represents
a powerful tool for querying and downloading public genomic
data, allowing, in addition, their integration with private datasets
(i.e.datasets created by a specific user). Such environment pro-
vides portable and scalable genomic data management on powerful
servers and clusters (based on Apache Spark1).
1http://spark.apache.org/
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The web interface uses the Web Service REST API for queries sub-
mitting, execution monitoring and results retrieving. GMQL repos-
itory contains, in addition to other public datasets, also a unified
version of TCGA cancer datasets2, made available for querying
through the GMQL-Web interface.

3 A WORKFLOW FOR INTEGRATING
PRIVATE AND PUBLIC DATASETS INTO
GMQL-WEB

A private dataset is an alternative to public datasets and it is created
by a specific user as result of upload operations or executed GMQL
queries. The workflow allows the integration of private dataset
with public dataset already available in the GMQL Repository as
well as external (i.e. external public dataset can be uploaded fol-
lowing the steps of workflow such as for private dataset). A typical
workflow that integrates private and public datasets is divided in
three main phases (see Figure 1): preprocessing, data ingestion and
query/download results.

3.1 Preprocessing
Before loading private datasets, tabular data (e.g. extracted from
DMET platform) needs preprocessing. This phase, the first from
left in Figure 1, is necessary since most of the datasets obtained
as output from various systems are noisy, incomplete and possibly
inconsistent. Once prepocessed, in order to employ the dataset
within GMQL-web we transform it into a compliant format, the
Genomic Data Model (GDM, [11]). For GDM, a GMQL dataset is
defined as a collection of samples; samples, in turn, can represent a
variety of genomic data. Each sample corresponds to a pair of files,
which contain:
i) region data, describing the physical coordinates of the genome
areas;
ii) metadata, descriptive attributes of a sample, with its biological,
clinical, and experimental properties. Regions are represented with
a flat attribute-based organization, including mandatory genomic
coordinates and optional region properties. Metadata instead are
unstructured attribute-value pairs, to capture the high variability
of clinical/specimen information present in different data sources.

3.2 Data ingestion
GMQL-Web interface allows to upload private datasets and use
them together with public datasets (see central phase in Figure 1).
Access to GMQL-web is allowed through the following two user
profiles taking into account, in different ways, the protection of
privacy and security: i) Guest user, that does not require the user
registration. It allows a limited storage and computational power
for the queries and the private dataset will be deleted after a certain
period of inactivity. ii) Authenticated user, that requires the user
registration. Once registered, the user can login with credentials to
his/her reserved area. Anyway, GMQL-web does not require the
use of individually identifiable data.
The "Add/Upload new dataset" feature allows the user to choose

2This standardized, extended and integrated version is described in the OpenGDC
webpage http://bioinf.iasi.cnr.it/opengdc/.

among two options for uploading private datasets files: i) the stan-
dard file-format mode allows to use a number of file standard for-
mats directly supported by the system3 (e.g. BED, NarrowPeak,
BroadPeak, VCF. . . ); ii) the custom file-format mode can be chosen
by selecting the "Custom (GTF or tab/delimited)" option and it al-
lows to use a user-defined format following the guidelines of Gene
Transfer Format (GTF) 4 or TAB-delimited formats. In this case it is
required the definition of an additional XML Schema file describing
the structure of the dataset to upload. Using either modes, upload-
ing a new dataset into GMQL-Web requires to specify the Dataset
name (i.e. used as a reference to the dataset) and the Files (i.e. the
local dataset to upload). Once uploaded, the private datasets are
shown in the interface Datasets viewer under the "Private" folder.

3.3 Query and download integrated datasets
GMQL-Web interface offers the possibility to build queries in the
GenoMetric Query Language (GMQL, [13]). A GMQL program (or
query) is a sequence of operations applied on one or more datasets
(or variables), which results in the creation of new datasets. GMQL
operators usually work on both metadata and regions, and may
accept one or two operand datasets. An operation can be declared
with the following structure:
<OV> = OPERATOR(<params>) <IV1> <IV2>

where OV stands for output variable, an operator can be tuned using
optional parametes, and IV1 and IV2 are input variables (the first is
always required, while the second one can be optional, depending
on the operator). Predicates on region data use attributes from the
XML schema, that is shared across samples in the same dataset.
Predicates on metadata may use arbitrary attributes.

Detailed GMQL language documentation including the descrip-
tion of the basic operators of the language, the instructions for
using them and some biological query examples can be found on
GeCo Web Site 5. Among all unary operators (i.e. SELECT, MATE-
RIALIZE, PROJECT, EXTEND, ORDER, GROUP) and binary ones
(i.e. MERGE, UNION, DIFFERENCE, MAP, COVER, JOIN) of GMQL,
we here focus only on three, since they are used in the following
for the example use case:

• SELECT. Creates a new dataset from an existing one by
extracting a subset of samples from the input dataset. Con-
ditions can be combined using boolean operators.

• MATERIALIZE. It writes the content of a dataset to a file,
whose name can be specified, and registers the saved dataset
in the repository to make it usable in other queries.

• MAP. It applies to two datasets, a reference and an experi-
ment. For each sample in the experiment dataset, it computes
aggregates over the values of the regions that intersect with
at least one region, in at least one reference sample.The count
aggregate counts the number of experiment regions that in-
tersect a specific reference region.

As highlighted in the right part of Figure 1, GMQL queries can be
applied to public datasets optionally combined with private ones
(derived from the previous preprocessing and ingestion phases).
A query is first produced in the Query editor, then compiled and
3https://github.com/DEIB-GECO/GMQL-WEB/wiki/file_formats
4http://mblab.wustl.edu/GTF22.html
5Data-Driven Genomic Computing http://www.bioinformatics.deib.polimi.it/geco/?try
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Figure 1: General workflow for integrating private and public datasets using GMQL-Web interface.

executed. The corresponding running jobs can be monitored using
an ad-hoc functionality. Once results are produced (i.e. materialized)
they become available in the Datasets viewer for browsing and
further processing. Additionally, result datasets can be downloaded
as a zip file.

4 CASE STUDY: INTEGRATING A DMET
PHARMACOGENOMIC DATASET INTO
GMQL-WEB

In this Section we describe a specific example workflow which com-
bine private dataset, derived from the DMET Affymetrix platform
with public datasets of annotations (from GENCODE) and gene
expression levels (from TCGA). GENCODE is a scientific project
which produces high-quality reference gene annotations and ex-
perimental validation for human and mouse genomes [5]. Within
GENCODE, a comprehensive set of annotations of gene features
was created. These include, among others: genes, transcripts, exons,
protein-coding and non-coding loci, variants.

4.1 Preprocessing
Affymetrix DMET-Console allows to preprocess the raw data file
generated by the Affymetrix DMET for building a comprehensive
table containing, for each probe and for each sample, the detected
SNP or a NoCall value (i.e. ambiguous nucleotide in the SNP). The
DMET-Console output is a tab-delimited file structured as a matrix
with 1936 rows (probes) and a number of columns related to the
number of subjects enrolled in the analysis. Thus, the value con-
tained in the (i-th,j-th) cell is the SNP detected in the i-th probe
and belonging to the j-th subject.

Once the preprocessing phase is completed, the tab-delimited file
obtained from DMET Console needs be transformed into a GDM
compliant format. To do this, we use the DMET annotation file6
in order to obtain the genomic coordinates for each Affymetrix

6https://www.affymetrix.com/support/developer/powertools/changelog/
VIGNETTE-DMET-genotyping.html

probe and to map them on the genomic coordinates of the probes
in DMET output (currently this is done in a manual way).

4.2 Data ingestion
As explained in Section 3.2, the user can choose among two options
for uploading private datasets files, the standard file-format mode
and the custom file-format mode. We used the latter mode, with
the tab-delimited file format. We created a tab-delimited file, such
as the one illustrated in Figure 2 (left side), containing the DMET
dataset where the columns are defined as follows: the first contains
the Affymetrix Probe identifier, as reported in the DMET annota-
tion file; the next five contain the values describing the genomic
regions that are characterized by their coordinates; the seventh
and eighth columns contain respectively the dbSNP identifiers that
map the targeted genomic region and the associated identifiers
in the PharmGKB database. The remaining columns contain the
detected SNPs for each subject. Before loading the DMET dataset as
before defined, the XML schema file describing the structure of the
dataset must be created. The right side of the Figure 2 illustrates the
XML schema file used in this example. Once the dataset file and its
schema are obtained, we uploaded them in GMQL-Web using the
feature "Add/Upload" following the procedure described in Section
3.2.

4.3 Example queries
Here, we propose two example queries able to integrate the private
DMET dataset, previously described and uploaded in GMQL-Web,
with public datasets (Listings 1 and Listings 2). The first query aims
to:

• select SNPs from DMET Dataset;
• select exon regions from GENCODE annotation dataset (ver-
sion 27 corresponds to a GRCh38 aligned annotation effort
released in August 2017);

• map exon regions on SNPs regions;
• select only SNPs regions that overlap at least one exon re-
gion.
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Listing 1: Query example 1 for integrating private and public datasets
EXON = SELECT ( anno t a t i on_ t yp e == " exon " AND r e l e a s e _ v e r s i o n == " 2 7 " ) GRCh38_ANNOTATION_GENCODE ;
DMET_SNP = SELECT ( ) DMET_SNP_uploaded ;
EXON_Map = MAP( count_name : SNP_count ) DMET_SNP EXON ;
SNP_SELECTED = SELECT ( r eg i on : SNP_count >0 ) EXON_Map ;
MATERIALIZE SNP_SELECTED INTO SNP_Resu l t s ;

Listing 2: Query example 2 for integrating private and public datasets
EXPRESSED_GENE = SELECT ( g d c _ _ p r o j e c t _ _ d i s e a s e _ t y p e == " B r e a s t I n v a s i v e Carcinoma " ; r e g i on : fpkm > 3 . 0 )

GRCh38_TCGA_gene_expression_2018_12;
SNP_EXPR_Map = MAP( count_name : EXPR_count ) SNP_SELECTED EXPRESSED_GENE ;
SNP_EXPR_SELECTED= SELECT ( r eg i on : EXPR_count >0 ) SNP_EXPR_Map ;
MATERIALIZE SNP_EXPR_SELECTED INTO SNP_EXPRESSED_Results ;

Figure 2: DMET output in GDM compliant format (left) and the associated XML Schema file (right).

Figure 3: Results of Listing 1

The input file (resulting fromDMET) contains the SNPs (equipped
with genomic coordinates and other information) detected by 33
probes on 28 subjects. The result of theMAP operation (EXON_Map)
is a dataset which contains SNPs equippedwith the count (SNP_count)
of exons overlapping with that nucleotide base. Many of the SNPs
do not overlap with exon, thus the SNP_count is zero. The select
statement filters out samples containing a region with null count.
Thus, the SNP_SELECTED variable, and the resulting material-
ized dataset, contains 5 SNPs (i.e. 5 SNPs are found in the exon
regions). Results of this first query (see Figure 3) contain SNPs
region coordinates (chromosome, start and end positions, strand)
and additional characterizing attributes (gene symbol, dbSNP ID,
PharmGKB ID, all SNPs detected by DMET in that region and the
number of overlapped exon regions).

The query shown in Listing 2 uses TCGA Breast Invasive Carci-
noma (BRCA) expression data and SNPs resulting from the previous
query. The goal is to find SNPs that overlap with genes whose fpkm

7 expression level is greater than 3. The query outline can be sum-
marized as follows:

• select Breast Invasive Carcinoma (BRCA) gene expression
data with fpkm > 3;

• map the result on SNP regions (output of the query in List-
ing 1);

• select only SNP regions that overlap at least one highly ex-
pressed gene in BRCA dataset.

The result of the MAP operation (SNP_EXPR_Map) is a dataset
that contains SNPs equipped with the count (EXPR_count) of highly
expressed genes overlapping with that nucleotide base. Many of
the SNPs do not overlap with genes, thus the SNP_count is zero.
We filter such cases with a SELECT statement as it results in the
materialized dataset.

Results of the second query (see Figure 4) contain SNPs region
coordinates and additional characterizing attributes structured as

7fpkm:Fragments Per Kilobase of transcript per Million mapped reads
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Figure 4: Results of Listing 2

the results of the first query. However, in this case results have one
more attribute called EXPR_count derived from the overlapping
between SNP_SELECTED and EXPRESSED_GENE. MAP operation
can be computationally expensive since it performs a cartesian
product between the reference and the experiment dataset samples.
However, in our specific case, the employed input datasets do not
have critical sizes and are handled in acceptable computation time.
In particular, the entire execution of the Listening 1 and Listening
2 required 24 minutes and 02 seconds.

5 CONCLUSION
Integrative genomics methodologies provide a way of dealing with
huge and heterogeneous biological data to facilitate a better under-
standing of the cellular biology systems. However, a methodology
that allows the researchers to perform an integrative genomic anal-
ysis combining public datasets with their own private datasets is
still lacking. The main contribution of this work is a step-by-step
workflow for combining public datasets provided by big consortia
(such as GENCODE and TCGA) with private cancer datasets in
order to allow the researchers to gain a better understanding of
the oncogenic profiles from their own experiments and studies.
The proposed workflow is based on the use of the GMQL-Web,
a web-based interface with the goal of providing a user-friendly
intuitive environment for bioinformaticians and biologists who
need to query public genomic database and combine them with
their private datasets. A case of study that applies the workflow on
datasets resulting from Affymetrix DMET platform experiments
and public genomic data was illustrated. Future work will regard i)
the development of a tool for generating the GDM compliant format
of DMET output; ii) the integration of DMET datasets with Phar-
maGKB (Pharmacogenomics Knowledge Base) in order to obtain
additional pharmacogemomics information.
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